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Abstract.
In this paper, we discuss and compare various cones used
in the economics literature to analyze arbitrage in general equilibrium models
with short selling.

1. Introduction
Since Hart (1974), a subject of ongoing interest in economic theory has been conditions ensuring existence of economic equilibrium in models allowing unbounded
short sales. When unbounded short sales are allowed, in contrast to Arrow-DebreuMcKenzie general equilibrium models, consumption sets are unbounded below. To
illustrate the problem this creates for existence of economic equilibrium, suppose that
two agents have diametrically opposed preferences. For example, one agent may want
to buy large amounts of one commodity and sell another commodity short while the
other agent may prefer to do the opposite. In such a situation, there are unbounded
arbitrage opportunities and no equilibrium exists. To ensure existence of equilibrium,
arbitrage opportunities must be limited.
A important concept in models with unbounded short sales is the arbitrage cone
of an agent. An agent’s arbitrage cone is simply the recession cone corresponding to
the set of commodity bundles preferred to the agent’s endowment. In asset market
models1 the arbitrage cone has played a major role in de…nitions of conditions bounding arbitrage opportunities and ensuring existence of equilibrium. See, for example,
1

An asset market model is a general equilibrium model with preferences determined by agents’
probability beliefs over asset returns and risk-aversion characteristics.
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Hart (1974), Milne (1981), Hammond (1983), and Page (1982,1987). More recently,
in the context of general equilibrium models, the arbitrage cone has been used for the
same purpose (see, for example, Werner (1987), Nielsen (1989), Page and Wooders
(1996a,1996b) and Dana, Magnien, and Le Van (1996)).
Besides su¢cient conditions, necessary conditions for existence of equilibrium have
also been of recurring interest. See, for example, Hart (1974), Milne (1980), Hammond
(1983) and Page (1982), who give necessary conditions for existence of equilibrium in
asset market models, and see Werner (1987) and Page and Wooders (1993, 1996a,b)
who give necessary conditions for existence in general equilibrium models. Page and
Wooders (1993) de…ne the strict increasing cone and give necessary and su¢cient
conditions for existence of equilibrium based on this notion. The strict increasing
cone is the set of vectors in the arbitrage cone along which utility increases forever.
The increasing cone of Page and Wooders (1996a,1996b) and Monteiro, Page and
Wooders (1997a) is the set of directions in the arbitrage cone along which utility
eventually increases, thus, thick indi¤erence surfaces are allowed.
As the literature referenced above concludes, it is not the possibility of unbounded
trades but rather utility-increasing unbounded trades that presents di¢culties for the
existence of equilibrium.2 For example, Werner’s (1987) condition ensuring existence
of equilibrium can be satis…ed even when there exists mutually compatible, arbitrarily large trades, as long as for each agent these trades are in the lineality space
corresponding to the set of commodity bundles preferred to agents’ endowment - and
thus as long as these trades are utility non-increasing. The insights of this literature, and in particular, of Werner (1987), perhaps motivated the de…nition of global
cone in Chichilnisky (1993). The global cone is the set of rays emanating from the
agent’s endowment along which, not only does utility increase forever, but increases
beyond the utility level of any other vector in the agent’s consumption set. Since it
imposes more requirements than either of the arbitrage cone or the increasing cone,
it is immediate that the global cone is contained in the arbitrage cone and also in the
increasing cone. What is less clear, is whether or not the global cone is signi…cantly
di¤erent (say, for example, by more than a closure) from the arbitrage cone and the
increasing cone. In this paper, we provide examples showing that the closure of the
global cone may be a strict subset of the increasing cone. Thus, except in special
circumstances (see Dana, Magnien, and Le Van (1996) for example), conditions based
on the global cones may not adequately limit arbitrage opportunities. In fact, Monteiro, Page and Wooders (1997) provide counterexamples to Chichilnisky’s claimed
results on existence of equilibrium. Nevertheless, the di¤erences between the global
cone and the increasing cone shed light on the structure of arbitrage cones and the
problem of existence of equilibrium.
2 This

was especially stressed in Page (1989).
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In this paper we establish several relationships between the arbitrage cone, increasing cones, and the global cone: with monotonicity of preferences or strict quasiconcavity, the strict increasing cone and the increasing cone are equal. Under an
additional assumption, that the arbitrage cones are invariant with respect to their
origins (the endowments), the closure of the increasing cone is equivalent to the arbitrage cone. When there are uniform bounds, from above and below, on the norm of
the gradients to indi¤erence surfaces, then increasing cones are invariant with respect
to their origins. In addition, we provide several examples illustrating that these cones
are distinct concepts. In particular, the closure of the global cone may be a proper
subset of the increasing cone. We conclude with a discussion of various conditions
limiting arbitrage in the literature.
2. Some de…nitions
Some de…nitions are required. Let K be a closed convex subset of RL . We say that
y 2 RL is a direction of recession of K if for any x 2 K, x + ¸y 2 K for ¸ ¸ 0.
Denote by R(K) the set of all recession directions of K. The set R(K ) is called the
recession cone of K. Now de…ne L(K ) := ¡R(K ) \ R(K): The set L(K) is called
the lineality space of K.
Let S be any subset of RL. The positive dual cone corresponding to S, denoted
by ¤+ (K), is given by
¤+(S) := fp 2 RL : hy; p i > 0 for all y 2 Sg:
3.

The economic model

Let (Xj; ! j ; uj (¢))nj=1 denote an exchange economy . Each agent j has consumption
set Xj ½ RL and endowment !j : The j th agent’s preferences over Xj are speci…ed via

a utility function uj (¢) : Xj ¡! R: It is assumed that for each j 2 N := f1; :::; ng; Xj
is closed and convex and !j 2 intXj where “int” denotes “interior”. The preferred
set of the j th agent at x 2 Xj is given by
Pj (x) := fx0 2 Xj : uj (x0 ) > uj (x)g
and the weak preferred set at x 2 Xj is given by
Pbj (x) := fx0 2 Xj : uj (x0 ) ¸ uj (x)g:

The set of feasible and individually rational allocations is given by
F := f(x1; :::; xn) 2 X1 £ ::: £ Xn :

n
X
j =1

xj =

n
X
j=1

!j and uj(xj ) ¸ uj (! j) for all jg:
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3.1. Arbitrage cones, increasing cones, and global cones. The j th agent’s
arbitrage cone at endowments !j 2 Xj is the closed convex cone containing the
origin given by
n
o
R(Pbj (!j )) := y 2 RL : for x 2 Pbj (!j ) and ¸ ¸ 0; x + ¸y 2 Pbj(!j )
(1)
The arbitrage cone R(Pbj (!j )) is the recession cone corresponding to the j th agent’s
weak preferred set Pbj (!j ) at the agent’s endowment !j ; this, and the fact that an
arbitrage cone is closed and convex, follows from results in Rockafellar (1970, Section
8).
The strict increasing cone at x 2 Xj is de…ned by 3
Ijs (x) := fy 2 R(Xj ) : x + ¸y 2 Pj (x + ¹y) for all ¹ ¸ 0 and ¸ > ¹g :

(2)

The strict increasing cone is the set of rays emanating from x 2 Xj along which utility
increases forever. In Page and Wooders (1996a,b), the de…nition of the increasing cone
is modi…ed to allow thick indi¤erence surfaces and given by

Ij (x) := fy 2 R(Xj ) : for all ¹ ¸ 0, there exists ¸ > ¹ such that
x + ¸y 2 Pj (x + ¹y)g :

The point x is called the origin of the increasing cone.4
The global cone at endowments !j 2 Xj is de…ned by
©
ª
Aj (!j ) := y 2 RL : 8 x 2 Xj ; 9 ¸ > 0 such that (! j + ¸y) 2 Pj (x);

(3)

(4)

as stated in the introduction, the global cone is the set of rays emanating from the
endowment along which not only does utility increase forever, but it increases beyond
the utility level of any other vector in the consumption space.
3.2. Assumptions. We shall maintain the following assumptions throughout: for
each agent j = 1; :::; n,
3

See also Page (1982), where the increasing cone was introduced to show necessary and su¢cient
conditions for the existence of equilibrium in an asset market model.
4
An equivalent de…nition of the increasing is the following:
Ij (x) := fy 2 R(Xj ) n f0g : @ max u j (x + ¸y)g:
¸¸ 0:
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(A-1) uj(¢) is continuous and quasi-concave. 5
(A-2) Xj is closed and convex.
(A-3) !j 2 intXj where int denotes interior.
We shall also maintain the following nonsatiation assumption:
(A-4) Global nonsatiation at rational allocations. For any rational allocation (x1 ; :::; xn ) 2
F; Pj (xj ) 6= ;:
For some of our examples and results, we shall appeal to the following additional
assumptions concerning agent utility functions. To spare the reader unhelpful notation, unless more than one agent is involved, we leave o¤ the subscripts denoting the
agent. Let u(¢) : X ! R be the agent’s utility function:
(A-5) u(¢) is strictly monotonic. For x, x0 in X with x < x0, u(x) < u(x0). 6
(A-6) u(¢) is strictly quasi-concave. For x, x0 in X with x 6= x0 and ¸ 2 (0; 1); u(¸x+
(1 ¡ ¸)x0 ) > minfu(x); u(x0 )g:
(A-7) u(¢) satis…es global uniformity of increasing cones, UIC. For x; x0 2 X;
I(x) = I(x0 ) := I:
(A-8) u(¢) is such that there exists useful trades. For x 2 X
R(Pb(x))nL((P (x)) 6= ;;

(A-9) u(¢) satis…es global uniformity of arbitrage cones, UAC. For x; x0 2 X;
b (x)) = R(Pb(x0 )) := R:
R( P

(A-10) u(¢) satis…es no half lines, NHL. There does not exist x 2 X and y 2 R(X ),
y 6= 0, such that u(x) = u(x + ¸y) for all ¸ ¸ 0 (i.e., indi¤erence curves contain
no half-lines).
5

The utility function uj (¢) : Xj ¡! R is quasi-concavity if for x; x 0 in Xj and ¸ 2 [0; 1]; uj (¸x +
(1 ¡ ¸)x0 ) ¸ minfuj (x); uj (x 0 )g:
6
Note that for x = (x1 ; : : : ; xL ) and y = (y 1 ; : : : ; y L ) in R L , x < y if and only if xi yi holds for
all i and x i < yi for at least one i.
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(A-11) u(¢) is C 1. The utility function u(¢) is continuously di¤erentiable.
(A-12) u(¢) satis…es uniform boundedness of norms of gradients, UNG. For u(¢) continuously di¤erentiable, there exists positive numbers K and " such that x 2 X
" < kru(x)k < K.
(A-13) u(¢) satis…es the closed gradients condition, CG. The set of gradient directions
along any indi¤erence surface is closed.7
Remark 1. For di¤erentiable utility functions, boundedness of norm of the gradients, (A-12), implies
(A-12)* (a), for all r; s 2 R there exists N(r; s) 2 R such that x 2 u¡1(r) ) there
exists z 2 u¡1(s) with kx ¡ zk N(r; s); and
(A-12)*(b), N (¢; ¢) is bounded on bounded sets.
The proof is as follows:
Consider the di¤erential equation
z 0 (w) = ru (z (w))
z (0) = x:
It has a solution
for w ¸ 0: Thus if rR = u (x) and s = u (y) then since u (z (w)) ¡
Rw
w
u (x) = 0 ru (z (w)) ¢ z 0 (w) dw = 0 jru (z (w)) j 2dw ¸ "2 w we have that if w
is such that u (z (w)) = s; then de…ning y = z (w), s ¡ r ¸ " 2w: From jy ¡ xj =
jz (w) ¡ xj jz 0 (w) jw K w we …nally obtain s ¡ r ¸ "2 jy¡xj
and N (r; s) = js¡rjK
:
K
"2
Equivalence of the closures of the increasing cone and the arbitrage
cone
In this section we …rst show that under the conditions of continuity and strict monotonicity or strict quasi-concavity, the strict increasing cone is equal to the increasing
cone. We then show that under the condition of uniform boundedness of norms of
gradients, the closure of the increasing cone is equal to the arbitrage cone.
4.

7

Let L(x) = fx 0 2 R L : u(x 0) = u(x)g denote the indi¤erence surface containing x 2 X, and
ru(x0 )
0
let grad(x) = f kru(x
0 )k : x 2 L(x)g. Assumption (A-13) requires that grad(x) be a closed set for
x 2 X.
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Proposition 1. Let u(¢) : X ! R be a continuous, quasi-concave utility function
(i.e., (A-1) holds). If u(¢) satis…es strict monotonicity (A-5) and/or strict quasiconcavity (A-6), then
I s (x) = I(x) for all x 2 X .
Proof.
First, note that I s (x) µ I(x): Also, note that if y 2 I(x)nI s (x) then for
some ¸ ¸ 0,
u(x + ¸y) = u(x + (¸ + ±)y) for all ± 2 [0; ¹±]; ¹± > 0. (*)

We claim that under strict monotonicity andnor strict quasi-concavity (*) implies
that
u(x + ¸y) = u(x + (¸ + ±)y) for all ± ¸ 0, (**)

and thus (**) implies that y 2
= I(x). Suppose u(¢) satis…es strict monotonicity, but
(**) does not hold. Then for some x±0 := x + (¸ + ± 0)y, with ± 0 > ¹±, u(x±0 ) > u(x0 ),
where x0 = x + ¸y. Thus, we have
u(x0) = u(x¹± ) < u(x±0 ), where
x0 = x + ¸y, ¸ ¸ 0
x¹± = x + (¸ + ¹±)y, ¹± > 0
x±0 = x + (¸ + ±0 )y, ±0 > ¹±.
By continuity and strict monotonicity, we can …nd z± 0 2 X, such that z ±0 << x± 0 , and
u(z± 0 ) = u(x0). Note that u(z±0 ) < u(x±0 ): Now consider the line segments
Sx := fxv : xv = (1 ¡ v)x0 + vx± 0 for some v 2 [0; 1]g
Sz := fzt : zt = (1 ¡ t)x0 + tz± 0 for some t 2 [0; 1]g.

For t" > 0 su¢ciently small, there is a zt" 2 Sz and a corresponding xv" 2 Sx such
that
zt" << xv" , and
xv" = x + (¸ + ±" )y) for some ± " 2 (0; ¹±].

By quasi-concavity, u(zt " ) ¸ u(x0) and by (*), u(xv" ) = u(x0). But since zt" << xv" ,
we have a contradiction of strict monotonicity.
Now suppose u(¢) satis…es strict quasi-concavity. By strict quasi-concavity,
u(x0) < u(xv ) for all v 2 [0; 1].

However, for v" su¢ciently small

xv" = x + (¸ + ±" )y) for some ± " 2 (0; ¹±],

and thus by (*), u(xv" ) = u(x0), a contradiction.
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Remark 2. Note that if u(¢) satis…es strict quasi-concavity, then u(¢) satis…es (A10), no half lines, automatically. Thus, it follows from Theorem 1 in Monteiro, Page,
and Wooders (1997) that if u(¢) is strictly quasi-concave, then
I(x) = R(Pb(x))nf0g, for all x 2 X.

The assumption (A-9) of global uniformity is required in Werner (1987) to show
that his condition limiting arbitrage is su¢cient, as well as necessary, for existence of
equilibrium. Page and Wooders (1996a,b) require this assumption only to show that
their notion limiting arbitrage is necessary for existence of equilibrium.
Proposition 2. Let u(¢) : X ! R be a continuous, quasi-concave utility function
satisfying strict monotonicity (A-5). If u(¢) satis…es global uniformity of arbitrage
cones, (A-9), then clI(x) = R(Pb (x)) for all x 2 X. Here, “cl” denotes closure.

Proof. Suppose y 2 R(Pb(x)): Global uniformity implies that x0 + ty 2 Pb(x0 )
for every t > 0; x0 2 X: For any integer n ¸ 1 de…ne yn = y + 1n (1; : : : ; 1) : For any
t_ > 0, u(x + (t + 1)yn ) > u(x + tyn + y) ¸ u(x + tyn ): Thus yn 2 I (x) : Hence
y 2 clI(x):
Remark 3. Weak monotonicity is not su¢cient in the proposition above. Consider
for example, u(¢) : R2 ! R given by u (x1; x2) = max f0; min fx1; x2 gg : This utility
function is continuous, quasi-concave with increasing cone I (x1; x2) = R2++ for all
(x1; x2) 2 R2 , but R(Pb(0)) = R2:
If the agent’s utility function is concave, then global uniformity of arbitrage, (A-9),
holds automatically (see Rockafellar (1970), section 8).
According to our next proposition, if the agent’s utility function is only quasiconcave but satis…es uniform boundedness of norms of gradients (A-12), then u(¢)
will again satisfy global uniformity of arbitrage cones (A-9).
Proposition 3. Let u(¢) : X ! R be a continuous, quasi-concave utility function.
If u(¢) satis…es uniform boundedness of norms of gradients, (A-12) then u(¢) also
satis…es global uniformity of arbitrage cones, (A-9).
Proof.
First, recall that (A-12) implies (A-12)*(a) and (b) (see Remark 1).
Now suppose y 2 R(Pb (!)): Then there exist a sequence fxngn µ Pb(!) and ¸n # 0
such that ¸nxn ! y: If x 2 X is given then if xn 2 Pb(x) for in…nitely many n then
y 2 R(Pb(x)): If for some n 0, n ¸ n0 implies that xn 2
= Pb(x) (i.e., u(xn ) < u(x)), de…ne
r = u (!) and s = u (x) : By (A-12)*(a), there is a sequence f¹
xngn with u(¹
xn) = u(x)
such that jxn ¡ x¹n j N (u (xn) ; s) : By (A-12)*(b), N (¢; ¢) is bounded on bounded
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sets, so that ¸nN (u (xn) ; s) ! 0. Thus j¸ nxn ¡ ¸n x¹n j ! 0 implying that ¸nx¹n ! y:
This in turn implies that y 2 R( Pb(x)): Since ! and x are chosen arbitrarily, we
conclude that the arbitrage cones are all equal.
Remark 4. If u(¢) is also satis…es strict monotonicity, then by proposition 2, we can
conclude that clI(x) = R(Pb (x)) for all x 2 X.
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5. Examples
5.1. Example 1: The increasing cone is not invariant with respect to its
origin. We begin with an example that can be described simply in pictures. In this
example the agent’s utility function is continuous and quasi-concave and the agent’s
choice set X is given by R2. Thus (A-1) and (A-2) hold. However, global uniformity
of increasing cones (A-7) fails to hold.
There are two commodities and the agent has Leontief preferences with indi¤erence curves kinked along the curve
x2 = ¡e ¡x1 :
The Figures 1-4 below summarize the situation:

Figure 1
Utility Surface

Figure 3
I(¹
x) = f(y1; y2) : y1 > 0 and y2 > 0g
when ¹x = (¹
x1 ; x¹2 ) with x¹2 < 0

Figure 2
Indi¤erences Curves

Figure 4
I(¹
x) = f(y1; y2) : y1 > 0 and y2 ¸ 0g
when x¹ = (¹
x1; x¹2 ) with x¹2 ¸ 0

It can be easily veri…ed that for this example, the increasing cone I(¹
x) and the
global cone A(¹
x) are equivalent.

11
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5.2. Example 2. The increasing cone may properly contain the global
cone. Let ® and ¯ be two functions ®; ¯ : R ! R such that ¯(X) > ®(X) > 0,
0
0
¯ (X) > 0 > ® (X ) for every x 2 R.8
The agent’s utility function, u(¢) : R2 ! R is de…ned by
½
X if (X ¡ x)¯(X) = y and y ¸ 0
u(x; y) =
X if (X ¡ x)®(X) = y and y < 0
The function u(¢) is di¤erentiable for y 6= 0, with indi¤erence curves given by
two half lines intersecting at (X; 0) where X is the utility level. For a …xed X the
half-lines are
f(x; y) 2 R2 ; y ¸ 0; y = (X ¡ x)¯(X )g,
f(x; y) 2 R2; y < 0; y = (X ¡ x)®(X )g.
Hence the utility function satis…es the closed gradient condition, (A-13). Moreover, the utility function is quasi-concave and strictly monotonic.
First, we show that in this example, as the above, the increasing cones are not
globally uniform (i.e., (A-7) does not hold).
Proposition 4. The increasing cone I (!) is not invariant with respect to changes
in endowment !.
Proof.

It su¢ces to consider ! = (a; 0): Recall that
I (!) = fv 2 R2 n f0g; @ max u(! + rv)g:
r¸0:

Suppose …rst v = (v1; v2); v1
0: If v2
0; u((a; 0) + r(v1; v2))
u(a; 0) = a
and there is a maximum. If v2 > 0; u((a; 0) + r(v1; v2)) = u(a + rv1 ; rv2) = X where
rv2 = (X ¡ a ¡ rv1)¯(X). Hence r = (X¡a)¯(X)
. If v1 = 0 then X ! 1 if r ! 1.
v2+v1 ¯(X)
)
2
Now suppose v1 < 0: If ¯(a) ¸ ¡v
, then for every X > a; (X¡a)¯(X
< 0. Hence
v1
v2 +v1 ¯(X)
¡v2
¡v2
there is a maximum whenever ¯(a) ¸ v1 . Finally suppose ¯(a) < v1 : Then for
2
every X > a, such that ¯(X) < ¡v
the function (X¡a)¯(X)
is increasing and positive.
v1
v2+v1¯(X)

If X0 is such that ¯(X0 ) =
¯(X) <

¡v2
v1

¡v2
v1

then since u > a, limX!X0

for every X then limX!1 (X¡a)¯(X)
= 1. Thus
v2 +v1 ¯(X)

I(!) = fv 2 R2 ; v1 < 0; ¯(a) < ¡
8

(X¡a)¯(X)
v2 +v1¯(X)

= 1. And if

v2
g [ fv 2 R2 ; v1 ¸ 0; ¡v2 < v1 ®(a)g:
v1

(5)
0

For example take ®(X) = ¡ arctan(X) + ¼=2 and ¯(X) = arctan(X) + 3¼=2. Thus: ® (X) =
0
1
¡ 1+X 2 < 0 < 1+1X 2 = ¯ (X) and ¯(X) > ¡¼=2 + 3¼ =2 = ¼ > ¡ arctan(X) + ¼=2 > 0.
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Our next Proposition shows that for this example, even though the closed gradient
condition, (A-13), is satis…ed, the increasing cone may properly contain the closure of
the global cone. Thus, the increasing cone and the global cone can di¤er signi…cantly,
depending on the assumptions of the economic model.
Proposition 5. The increasing cone I(!) may properly contain the closure of the
global cone, A(!):

Proof.
It su¢ces to demonstrate this for ! = 0. Also, to simplify the proof we
suppose ®(1) = 0: Suppose v 2 R2nf0g: If v2 = 0 and r > 0; we have u(rv1; 0) =
rv1 ! 1 if v1 > 0. If v1 = 0 and v2 > 0 then u(0; rv2) = X where X¯(X) = rv2 :
Hence if r ! 1; X ! 1 and therefore v 2 Au(0): Finally suppose v1 > 0 > v2 : Then
)
u(rv) = X; where (X ¡ rv1)®(X ) = rv2. So we have that v1X®(X
= r. Now since
®(X)+v2
the denominator is negative if X is large we have that u(rv) is bounded. Hence we
have that A(0) = R2+nf0g. By comparison of this expression with 5 it is clear that
I(0) ) A(0):
To make the example more concrete, let
¯(X) = arctan(X) + ¼2
®(X) = ¡ arctan(X) + 3¼
2 .
With these speci…cations for ¯(¢) and ®(¢), the indi¤erence curve corresponding to
any utility level X is given by
½
¡
¢
(X ¡ x) ¢¡ arctan(X) + 3¼
2
¢ if x X
y=
¼
(X ¡ x) ¢ ¡ arctan(X) + 2 if x > X:

Figure 5 below depicts the indi¤erence curves corresponding to utility levels X = 1,
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X = 2, X = 3, and X = 4.

Figure 5
5.3. Example 3. A di¤erentiable example in the spirit of example 2 above.
De…ne b : R ! R, by b(a) = a + ¯(a) ¡ ®(a). De…ne H : R2 ! R by
8 2
2(a)
>
¡ ¯(a)(x ¡ a)
if x ¸ a
< ¯ (a)¡®
2
¯ 2 (a)¡® 2(a)
(x¡a) 2
H(x; a) =
¡ ¯(a)(x ¡ a) + 2
if a x b(a)
2
>
: ¡®(a)(x
¡ b(a))
if b(a) x:

First note that H is a continuous function. For every x; H(x; ¢) is strictly increasing and onto R. We …nally de…ne the utility function, u : R2 ! R implicitly by
H(x; u(x; y)) = y. To prove that u is continuously di¤erentiable it will be enough,
using the implicit function theorem to check that H is continuously di¤erentiable.
This we now proceed to check. It su¢ces to show that H has continuous partial
derivative @H
(x; a) and @H
(x; a) for (x; a) 2 R2 : Thus
@x
@a
8
if x a
< ¡¯(a)
@H
(x; a) =
¡¯(a) + x ¡ a
if b(a) ¸ x ¸ a
:
@x
¡®(a)(x ¡ b(a)) if b(a) x:
and

@H
(x; a)
@a

=

8
0
0
0
if x a
< ¯(a)¯ 0 (a) ¡ ®(a)® (a) ¡ ¯0 (a)(x ¡ a) + ¯(a)
0
¯(a)¯ (a) ¡ ®(a)® (a) ¡ ¯ (a)(x ¡ a) + ¯(a) ¡ (x ¡ a) if b(a) ¸ x ¸ a
:
0
0
¡® (a)(x ¡ b(a)) + ®(a)b (a)
if b(a) x:
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are continuous and hence H is continuously di¤erentiable. Since
@H
@H
(x; a) < 0 <
(x; a)
@x
@a
it follows that

6.

@u
@u
> 0 and
> 0:
@x
@y

Cone conditions, existence of equilibrium, and compactness of the
utility possibilities.

Given prices p 2 B := fp0 2 RL : kp0 k
1g the budget set for the jth agent is
given by B(!j ; p) = fx 2 Xj : hx; pi
h!j ; pig. An equilibrium for the economy
(Xj ; !j ; uj (¢))nj=1 is an (n + 1) -tuple of vectors (x1; :::; xn; p) such that:
(i) (x1; :::; xn ) 2 A(!) ;

(ii) p 2 Bnf0g; and (iii) for each j; hxj ; p; i = h!j ; pi and (iii)Pj (xj) \ B(! j; p) 6= ;
.9

An economy (Xj ; !j ; uj (¢))nj=1 satis…es Werner’s condition if
³
´
\j ¤+ R(Pbj (!j ))nL(Pbj (!j )) 6= ;:10

(6)

Werner (1987) shows that his condition is su¢cient for existence of equilibrium.
Werner obtains his result under very mild assumptions. In particular, Werner does
not require any nonsatiation condition except that there exist useful trades (i.e., (A8)). Werner also notes that under the no half lines assumption, (A-10), his condition
is necessary and su¢cient.
An economy (Xj ; !j ; uj (¢))nj=1 satis…es the Page and Wooders condition of no
unbounded arbitrage if:
Pn
b
whenever
j=1 y j = 0 and y j 2 R(Pj (!j )) for all agents j,
(7)
it holds that yj = 0 for all agents j.
9

Recall that

10 Recall

Pj (x) := fx 0 2 Xj : u j (x0 ) > uj (x)g.

that
¤+ (S) := fp 2 R L : hy; p i > 0 for all y 2 Sg:
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Page and Wooders (1993,1996a,b) demonstrate that no unbounded arbitrage is su¢cient for existence of equilibrium, and that the condition is necessary and su¢cient,
provided at most one agent has half-lines in his indi¤erence surfaces. Under the same
condition, Page and Wooders (1993,1996a,b) show that no unbounded arbitrage is
necessary and su¢cient for nonemptiness of the core and, in fact, necessary and suf…cient for nonemptiness of the partnered core and for the existence of a single Pareto
optimal point.
The condition of Werner (1987) was modi…ed by Chichilnisky (1993), who replaced
the arbitrage cone minus the lineality space by her global cone to obtain the condition:
\j ¤+(Aj (!j )) 6= ;:

(8)

A counterexample in Monteiro, Page and Wooders (1997) shows that this condition is
inadequate for existence of equilibrium. The reason why it is inadequate is suggested
by the prior results and by the examples presented in this paper. The global cone
Aj(!j ) may be too small to limit all unbounded, utility-increasing arbitrages. In
more recent papers, Chichilnisky again modi…es the intersection condition of Werner
(1987), but based on the increasing cone rather than the global cone. Speci…cally,
the condition is:
\j ¤+(Ij (!j )) 6= ; :
(9)
Since, in the no-half-lines case, this condition is dual to the condition of Page and
Wooders (1993,1996a,b), it follows from their results that an equilibrium exists. See
Monteiro, Page and Wooders (1999) for references, further discussion, and a counterexample to a proposition on which Chichilnisky bases her claimed existence result
using the above condition.
Since the increasing cone Ij(!j ) and the global cone Aj (!j ) can di¤er depending
on the economic model (see examples 2 and 3 above), the conditions 8 and 9 can
di¤er. As remarked above, the failure of Chichilnisky’s condition is due to the fact
that the global cone may be too small. This is illustrated by the following example,
taken from Monteiro, Page and Wooders (1997). For this example, the global cone
of agent 1 A1(!1 ) is depicted in Figure 6 and the increasing cone I1 (!) is depicted in
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Figure 7.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Here the global cone A1 (!1) is given by the positive orthant, while the increasing
cone I1(!1 ) is given by the non-negative orthant minus the origin. A speci…c utility
function with global cone and increasing cone depicted in Figures 5 and 6 is given by
p
u1(x1; x2) = x1 + x2 + 2 ¡ (x1 ¡ x2) 2 + 4:
We refer the reader to Monteiro, Page and Wooders (1997) for details.

6.1. Noncompactness of the utility possibilities set. Another question that
arises in the literature on arbitrage is whether the set of utility possibilities is closed
(see Dana, Le Van and Magnien (1996) for informative results and references). The
following example shows that the condition \j ¤+(Aj (!j )) 6= ; does not imply compactness of the set of utility possibility set.
Example Consider the economy (Xj ; !j ; uj (¢))2j=1;with Xj = R2 and !i = 0 for
i = 1; 2: Agent one’s preference are given by the utility function
½
x
if x
0 or x ¸ ¡1
u1(x; y) = ¡1x1 if x1 ¸ 0 and 2x
¡1;
x2

1

while agent two has utility function given by
u2(x1; x2) = x1 + 2x2.

2
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Figure 8 below summarizes the model.

Figure 8
The increasing cones are
I1(0) = fv 2 R2; v1 > 0; v2 ¸ 0g
I2 (0) = fv 2 R2; v1 + 2v2 > 0g.
Note that
(1; 2) 2 ¤+(I1 (0)) \ ¤+ (I2(0)).

Thus, the condition \j ¤+ (Ij (!j )) 6= ; holds. The set of utility possibilities, however,
is not compact. To see this, consider the utility allocation (u1(¡Xn ); u2(Xn )) where
n
Xn = (¡n; n): Then u2(Xn ) = ¡n+2n = n ! 1 and u1(¡Xn) = ¡ ¡n
= 1 > 0: Even
though the set of utility possibilities is not compact, this economy has an equilibrium
with price p = (1; 2) and allocation X1 = (2; ¡1), X2 = (¡2; 1).
Remark 5. The utility function u1 also does not have an increasing cone satisfying
global uniformity. For example I1 ((1=2; ¡1=2) = fv 2 R2; v1 > 0; v2 > ¡v1g.
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